Year 1 Home Learning Tasks for Autumn 2
Choose some activities from each box to complete at home.
READING

WRITING

MATHS

Please encourage your child to read to you
for 5-10 minutes every day.
Write an Autumn poem using adjectives
Also, please read to your child as often as * Practise spelling the year 1 common
you can and take time to discuss what is
exception words ( found in the Year 1
read to improve their comprehension.
Home Learning Resources)
*Practise writing in full sentences about
 Write a book review of your favourite book
something you are interested in, using a
 Illustrate and describe a character from a
capital letter and full stop.
book
* Can you write an exciting story?
 Find three words to look up in the
*Can you write a Christmas card to a friend?
dictionary

Science

Humanities

* Find out about the classification

of animals and what makes
each group different (fish,
birds, mammals, amphibians,
reptiles)
* Look around your house and
write down all the different
materials you can find (eg.
Plastic, wood, metal, glass).
Which is the most common?
Why do you think that is?
*Which materials in your house
are transparent, translucent or
opaque?

Learn some facts about a

country of your choosing.
Make a fact file or poster to
show what you have found
out.
What is the national flag? Which
languages are spoken? What is
the climate like? What kind of
food do they eat?
Make a map of the world and
label the continents and
oceans.

 Practise rapid mental recall of the number

bonds of 10 (eg 1+9, 2+8)
 Practise one more, one less than a
number within 20
 Solve simple addition and subtraction
using practical resources, or counting on
or back
 Look for 2D shapes around the home– take a
photo and label them!
 Practise telling time to the hour

Art/ DT
Make the national flag of your
chosen country either out of
paper- or as a challenge, sew
one using fabric!
* Research a famous artist or
artwork from your chosen country
and have a go at recreating it
*Design and make a Christmas
card for a friend
* Design and make a winter
decoration

Projects (Optional)

Make a poster or project all
about your chosen country.
Get creative!
* Try making some food from
your chosen country- eg.
Italian pizza, or Japanese
sushi.

